A Gallop on the Greenway  
January 1 2008  
Florida Horse Park Ocala Florida  
Sedra Members

Ride Manager-Shelley Scott-Jones would like to thank her Very Important People…the Volunteers! Jackie and Stephen Baker, Kim and Richard Huck, Karen Jones, Wes and Carolyn Maillard, Chuck and Rose Miller, Charlie and Janet Morgan, Chrissy and Marissa Pool, Dinah Rojek, Adrian and Shelley Scott-Jones, Doug Shearer. Pat Thomas, Carol Thompson, Cheryl Van Deusen, Gregg Banden, Travis Egyed, Joel Ayers, Charlotte McConnell.

January 1 2008 30 miles  
33 Started 32 Finished

1  03:34 Elizabeth Allen  on Khemozeddi AHR  
2  03:40 Penny Staffney  on Kisma  
3  03:40 Tammie G Girard on Mi Tradition  
4  03:45 Megan Thompson  on Teese  
5  03:45 Brenda K O'Donnell  on Slickk Willy  
6  03:50 Susan Wilson  on Onyx of Shammar Best Condition  
7  03:50 Erika Wilson  on Midknight Bravo  
8  03:51 Deborah A Walker on Desert Beylic  
9  03:51 Monique Rawson on Charmer  
10  03:51 Kathy Adams on Basfire  
11  04:01 Jean Wonser  on FMR Seneca  
12  04:24 Debbie Buick  on Found One Elegant Bay  
13  04:24 Kay Garcia  on Sam  
14  04:27 Bev Zicheck  on Comet  
15  04:28 Christina Schiro  on Ibn Ionah  
16  04:29 Susan Banden  on Staccnamet

17  04:35 Wade D Pearson  on Rohara Royale  
18  04:35 Laurie Whaley Pearson  on RW Bay Brulee  
19  05:01 Bill Harden on Prides Mountain King  
20  05:01 Rob Thompson on Hifly'n Comanche Storm  
21  05:01 Carla Burton on Cracker Jack  
22  05:20 John E Sparks  on Fultey  
23  05:20 Lucy Hood on Sol Angelic  
24  05:29 Elizabeth Thorne  on Tyler  
25  05:29 Libby Duffy  on Repeat Offender  
26  05:42 Rhonda Writer  on Marivillosa Esperanza  
27  05:42 Diane Hawthorne on Surprise Masterpiece  
28  06:18 Dottie Gould  on Varykino  
29  06:31 Kathryn Thompson on Noble Ego  
30  06:31 Truman Prevatt  on Djordaache  
31  06:36 Jill Hough on Fuerte del Cardo  
32  06:36 Julie Hough on Imperial Strut

50 miles 25 Started 19 Finished

1 05:29 Pam Weidel  on AF Big Bucks  
2 05:29 Bernill Davidson  on Sambet  
3 05:49 Alisa A Waxman . on Reisha Crownmalik  
4 05:51 Stephen Rojek  on Seyvilla Triproof+/ Best Condition  
5 05:51 Megan Davis  on Shashi  
6 05:53 Catherine Whiteacre on Yasmin Tseacoast  
7 06:16 Connie Burns Caudill  on Diamond El Shem  
7 06:16 Kathryn Downs  on Blew Away  
9 06:21 J.D Magee . on Lucky  
10 06:28 Yvette Vinton  on Faras Fali

11 06:41 Joylen Carlson on Nettlerush  
12 06:47 Debbie Parsons  on Boomer  
13 07:47 Cynthia Bell on BSF Take AChance  
14 07:51 Shelley Dake on Count Cha-ska  
14 07:51 Stacey Cooper  on CSA Zafirah  
16 08:05 Roxanne Ciccone on FM Spirit Wind  
16 08:05 Lisa B.Winburn on Huckleberry Moon+  
18 08:33 Vickie Stine  on Cisco Frandor Ali  
18 08:33 Vance Stine on Bonne Chance MAF